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Carbon-based anodes are technologically highly relevant for Li and post–Li ion batteries. While the
storage mechanism of Li in graphite is essentially understood, the alkali metal intercalation in carbon
derivatives has been strongly debated. Here, we present a combined computational and experimental
study on the intercalation of Li and Na in hard carbon, elaborating on the impact of the different
alkali metals on the storage mechanism. Our results give strong evidence that the intercalation
of Li and Na in hard carbon follow the same route and, moreover, show that in operando Raman
scattering is a sensitive and powerful tool for characterizing the intercalation mechanism in carbon
based materials. In fact, by exploiting the so–called double resonance, even information on the
electronic structure can be obtained. Finally, theoretical predictions for the insertion mechanism of
K are presented.
1 Introduction
Sodium and potassium ion batteries (NIBs and KIBs) are so-called
post–Li systems that are in many ways complementary to the
state-of-the-art lithium–ion batteries (LIBs). Especially the high
abundance of sodium and potassium make these elements to at-
tractive alternatives to lithium-ion technology. However, a key
issue that has to be solved to successfully apply these post–Li sys-
tems in battery technology, is the development of suitable anode
materials. While lithium is typically used with graphitic anodes,
reaching a maximum Li–content corresponding to a LiC6 stoi-
chiometry, only tiny fractions of sodium can be intercalated into
graphite, which is due to the fact that Na bulk metal formation
and thus Na metal plating becomes thermodynamically more sta-
ble than additional Na intercalation into graphite1. This issue has
fueled research in different carbon derivatives, in particular hard
carbon, which has emerged as standard anode material in NIBs,
yielding capacities of up to 300 mA h g−1 2,3. Interestingly, hard
carbon is typically obtained from renewable bio-sources, such
that the production is indeed cheap and sustainable. Potassium
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on the other hand is able to intercalate into graphite up to KC8
stoichiometry. Thus, graphite is in principle a suitable anode ma-
terial for KIBs, however, still offering lower capacity than in the
case of Li. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that graphite can
be used as anode materials for Li and K, but not for Na. Hence
there does not seem to be any systematic trend among the alkali
metals.
Generally, the alkali metal insertion mechanism in non–
graphitizable hard carbon, although still debated, is assumed to
be different from the well-established stage intercalation of Li in
graphite. Stevens and Dahn originally proposed the so–called
card house model2,3, which assumes that alkali metal ions are
inserted between nearly parallel layers of carbon in the sloping
potential region of the charge-discharge curve, followed by their
adsorption in nanopores at the potential plateau. The alkali metal
ions that are adsorbed in the nanopores were predicted to have
metallic character, due the adsorption potential being close to
metal deposition. In the case of sodium, this was confirmed by
in operando ssNMR measurements, showing sodium to have a
quasi-metallic character4, which consequently was interpreted as
a strong indicator for the adsorption in nanopores. Moreover,
similar findings were obtained by ex situ Li NMR measurements
on lithiated hard carbon5. An investigation of sodium storage in
different types of hard carbons with distinct defect concentrations
was correlated to the slope of the charge–discharge curve, show-
ing an increasing slope for higher defect concentrations6. Similar
results were obtained from first principle studies of Na intercala-
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Fig. 1 Empty (AA-stacking of graphitic planes) and completely filled
graphitic layers (AMC6 stoichiometry), corresponding to charged and
discharged compounds, respectively.
tion in bi–layer graphene, where the slopy part of the discharge
was then assigned to the Na adsorption on defect sites7. Recently,
the intercalation dependence on density and defect concentration
in disordered carbon model structures was computationally in-
vestigated (for Li, Na, K)8. This study gives strong evidence for
a card house like mechanism, yet, also indicates the importance
of the exact microstructure of the utilized hard carbon. Finally, in
a combined DFT and in operando Raman investigation, we were
able to correlate the Na insertion in hard carbon with changes in
the Raman signal, which can be understood in the context of an
extended card house model9.
Yet, there are studies proposing different mechanisms, which
may partly originate from the complicated (and strongly prepa-
ration depended) structural morphology of hard carbon. Indeed,
the application of standard bulk techniques such as X–ray diffrac-
tion seems difficult in the case of hard carbon. On the other hand,
Raman spectroscopy has emerged as a highly sensitive technique
for the characterization of carbon based materials. To further clar-
ify the storage mechanism in hard carbon anodes, we present an
in operando study of Li and Na intercalation in coconut shell de-
rived hard carbon (CSHC) and interpret our findings by means of
density functional theory (DFT). Finally, we extend our findings
by a computational study towards the insertion of potassium.
1.1 Raman Scattering – the double resonance
In defect free graphite, the so–called G–band, typically appear-
ing at ∼ 1580 cm−1, is one of the dominant Raman peaks and
can be related to the in–plane motion of the carbon atoms in the
graphene planes. Interestingly, in the presence of defects, ad-
ditional intensity is observed at ∼ 1360 cm−1 which is denoted
as D–band. The D–band, however, does not stem from Γ–point
phonons, but originates from a more complex inter–valley pro-
cess, the so–called double resonance, which makes certain non–
Γ–point vibrations accessible for Raman spectroscopy11–13. Such
a double resonance Raman (DRR) process can be understood as a
series of scattering events between an excited electron, a non–Γ–
point phonon and a structural defect. First, an electron has to be
excited to an empty state in the conduction band, meaning that
the wave length of the Raman laser needs to match the energy
difference between initial and excited electronic state. Then the
excited electron interacts with the crystal lattice under creation
(annhilation) of a phonon, before it is scattered at a lattice defect.
Finally, the electron recombines with the hole it has created in the
valence band and emits a photon with a reduced (increased) wave
length, which is due to energy transfer to (from) the created (an-
Fig. 2 Schematic description of a double resonance process, with respect
to the electronic band structure in vicinity of the high–symmetry points
~K and ~K′.
nihilated) phonon (see Fig. 2 for a schematic respresentation).
Indeed, a DRR process has only a non–negligible probability if,
close to high–symmetry points of the band structure, unoccupied
states in the conduction band are accessible. For graphite, in the
vicinity of the high–symmetry points ~K and ~K′, these conditions
are fulfilled. Here, the similarity of the graphite band structure
to that one of graphene, which exhibits the famous Dirac cones
precisely at these points of the Brillouin zone, should be noted.
To summarize, while first order Raman scattering in principle is
a technique for the investigation of phonons in the vicinity of the
Γ–point (i.e. wave vector q ≈ 0), DRR processes allow probing
phonons far away from the center of the Brillouin zone. Conse-
quently, DRR phenomena give access to additional information
beyond standard Raman processes.
2 Results
2.1 In operando Raman
For the investigation of the Li and Na insertion mechanism in
CSHC, in operando Raman measurements were conducted, giving
access to Raman spectra and the corresponding charge/discharge
curves (for details see Methods section).
In the case of Li–intercalation in the hard carbon, we observe
a steep decrease of the voltage between the OCV and ∼ 1.0 V
(see Fig. 3a, right panel). At ∼ 1.0 V the slopy part of the dis-
charge curve starts, reaching down to ∼ 0.1 V and comprising a
capacity of ∼ 180 mAh g−1. Then, a large low voltage plateau
is visible that extends up to a maximal capacity of 750 mAh g−1
in the first cycle. The reversible capacity can be estimated to ∼
600 mAh g−1 after the second cycle. Now, we have to connect
the in operando Raman data in the left panel of Fig. 3a with the
just discussed discharge curve. Indeed, in the slopy part of the
discharge curve a downshift of the G–band (from 1600 cm−1 at
OCV) is observed, reaching its minimum value of 1527 cm−1 at
∼ 0.1 V. In the plateau region the G–band then remains essen-
tially constant at this minimum value. For better readability, the
evolution of the G–band frequency is also superimposed on the
charge/discharge curve in the right panel of Fig. 3a. Moreover,
the observed Raman spectra allow us to follow the evolution of
the D–band. Indeed, the D–band remains centered at a frequency
of 1327 cm−1 and only shows a variation in intensity, finally dis-
appearing at a potential of ∼0.17 V, i.e., still in the slopy region
of the potential.
Before we continue and discuss the case of Na, it should be
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noted that in situ studies of Li intercalation in graphite show a
somewhat different behaviour for the G–band as compared to
what is observed in hard carbon. For Li intercalation in graphite,
only in the low potential region (below 0.3 V) a shift of the G–
band towards lower frequency is observed. At higher potentials
a splitting of the G–band is observed, which is a consequence of
the distinct intercalation stages14. For hard carbon on the other
hand, the G–band is a broad peak, which should rather be under-
stood as representing an average over many different local envi-
ronments.
Moving towards Na–intercalation, we find the overall picture
to be very similar, which is in perfect agreement with our previ-
ous study9. First, the discharge profile shows a steep decrease
down to 1.0 V, followed by the sloping region that extends to a
capacity of about 90 mAh g−1 (see Fig. 3b, right panel). Then,
as in the case of Li, an extended low–voltage plateau region is
observed which ends at the maximum capacity of 260 mAh g−1.
Focusing on the Raman spectra in the left panel of Fig. 3b, we
realize that the G–band is also showing a distinct shift towards
lower energies. Again, the G–band reaches its minimum of 1542
cm−1 at the end of the sloping potential and remains constant at
this value for the whole plateau region. Thus, the G–band be-
haves analogous to the case of Li–intercalation, indicating that
the G–band shift is directly connected to the slopy part of the po-
tential curve, whereas it is again found to remain constant for the
plateau region. This is best seen from the superimposition of the
G–band on the charge/discharge curve (see Fig. 3b, right panel).
Furthermore, for Na intercalation the D–band is also found to re-
main at the same frequency during discharge, again only varying
in intensity. Indeed, in agreement with the observation for the Li
intercalation, the D–band finally disappears within the slopy part
of the discharge, now at a potential of 0.25 V.
Despite the significant differences in capacity – in both the
slopy part and the plateau region – Li and Na behave alike. This
makes us conclude that both the Li– and the Na–insertion process
in CSHC show the same characteristics for the discharge curves
as well as for the associated Raman spectra.
Most authors agree that the discharge capacity in the sloping
region of the potential corresponds to sodium/lithium insertion
in between the layers of the disordered carbon sheets, and possi-
bly the formation of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) during
the first discharge2,3. On the other hand, the discharge capacity
in the plateau region has typically been assigned to alkali metal
adsorption into nanopores. However, this picture of the storage
mechanism – in particular in case of sodium – still has not been
fully accepted. In the following, we will show that the Raman
spectra indeed can only be understood on the basis of the card
house model (with some extensions). In addition, we show that
the Raman spectra provide extremely detailed information that
can be used for a general quantification of the intercalation pro-
cess in carbon derivatives.
2.2 Computational Results
2.2.1 Phonon dispersion curves
In order to describe the properties of the Li, Na and K intercala-
tion in hard carbon from first principles, we have mimicked the
bulk fraction of hard carbon in a periodic setup, consisting of a
stacking of two C24 carbon layers on top of each other (see meth-
ods section). Different alkali metal (AM) contents have then been
represented by AMC6, AMC12, AMC24 and AMC48 model struc-
tures. For these structures, phonon dispersion curves have been
determined which should be compared with the experimental Ra-
man data. It has to be noted that only Raman active Γ–point
phonons are accessible by a normal Raman process, i.e. in the
case of the alkali metal intercalation in graphite derivatives one
of these Γ–point modes represents the above introduced G–band.
The fact that the G–band vibrations correspond to in plane mo-
tion of the carbon atoms results in the alkali metal atoms not
being involved in this motion. On the other hand, the changes
for different alkali metal contents (i.e. during charge/discharge)
can be understood in terms of charge transfer. In a simplified pic-
ture it can be assumed that the alkali metal atoms transfer their
charge to the graphitic planes, such that the alkali metal content
has an impact on the force constants within these planes, appar-
ently with significant changes only for high alkali metal contents
(see ESI†for detailed discussion).
Furthermore, the differences observed for the different alkali
metals, can be understood by realizing that the layer distance
increases with the size of the intercalated ion which results in
slightly changed charge transfer from Li to the carbon layers as
compared to the case of Na or K (see ESI†for detailed discus-
sion). Hence, the intralayer force constants of the C–C bonds are
altered to a varying extent, affecting the vibrational frequencies
of the corresponding phonon modes accordingly. Here, it should
be noted that the G–band in alkali metal free carbon layers is es-
sentially independent from the layer distance. Therefore, the G–
band can indeed be understood as a measure of charge transfer
and C–C bond strength and is thus directly related to the amount
of intercalated alkali metal ions (see ESI†for detailed discussion).
Now we turn to a detailed discussion of the position of the G–
band as derived from our calculations (indicated by orange circles
in Fig. 4). As expected, we find for both Li and Na a downshift of
the G–band with increasing metal content. While the experimen-
tal and computational results agree very nicely, it should be noted
that the G–band shift is more pronounced in the calculation. In-
terestingly, for the same alkali metal content the dispersion curves
of Li and Na compounds are very similar, indicating that the im-
pact of the respective alkali metal on the dispersion is similar as
well. In fact, only for the AMC6 we see significant differences
between the Na and the Li compound, which particularly mani-
fest in the G–band position. As discussed above, this shift indeed
can be related to the charge transfer from the metal atoms to the
carbon matrix, which then results in a change of the C–C bond
strength and consequently in a shift of the vibrational frequency.
On a qualitative basis, we observe that the alkali metal intercala-
tion in the layers of our model structures results in a downshift
of the G–band frequency with increasing metal content. Conse-
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Fig. 3 a) In operando Raman spectra for Li insertion in hard carbon (left panel) along side with the corresponding charge/discharge curve and
corresponding G–band position (right panel). b) Corresponding results for Na insertion (for additional spectra in the plateau region see ESI†). c)
shows a schematic of the electronic band structure that allows for a DRR process and thus the occurrence of the D–band, while in d) the Fermi level
is shifted such that no free states are available and thus no DRR process is possible.
quently, a shifting G–band can be understood as clear signature
of the intercalation process. The absolute G–band shift can even
be used as a general quantitative measure of the amount of inter-
calated ions. The different intercalation limits for Li and Na are
then reflected by different minimum frequencies of the G–band,
as is indeed observed in our experimental data shown Fig. 3a and
b. Consequently, a constant G–band frequency, as observed for
the plateau region, means that no further ions are intercalated,
such that the capacity in this region can be assigned to the filling
of the nanopores.
2.3 Electronic structure
As discussed in the introduction, the prerequisite for the occur-
rence of a DRR process and thus the D–band is the availability of
empty states in the band structure, in the vicinity of the K–point
above the Fermi level. To investigate our model compounds with
respect to this feature, we have calculated the electronic band
structure and again back–folded it to the first Brillouin zone of
graphite (see also Methods for more details). The back–folded
band structures of LixC48 and NaxC48 are depicted in Fig. 5 and
clearly show the impact of the alkali metal intercalation. Indeed,
in a simplified picture, the alkali metal atoms donate their valence
electrons to the electronic bands of graphite, thus resulting in a
up–shift of the Fermi level, as depicted in the schematics in Fig. 3c
and d. Hence, an increasing alkali metal content causes a contin-
uous up–shifting of the Fermi level which ultimately results in a
lack of available free states in the conduction band. Therefore, as
a consequence of intercalation we expect a disappearing D–band
in the Raman spectra at a certain alkali metal content, as is in-
deed observed experimentally. Detailed investigation of the band
structure makes us realize that in case of lithium, empty states
above the Fermi level are still accessible beyond LiC12, while for
sodium the accessible states are already shifted below the Fermi
level for higher alkali metal contents. This means, for Li the DRR
processes can still occur, whereas for Na they are no longer al-
lowed. Thus, we conclude that in case of lithium intercalation, we
should observe the disappearing D–band a bit later than in case
of sodium, again in agreement with the experimental findings.
Moreover, the potential at which the D–band disappears contains
information on the electronic structure of the compound and thus
the intercalation process: as long as the D–band is present there
are still free states above the Fermi level which can be filled by
alkali metal intercalation. Hence, the state of charge at which
the D–band disappears may be interpreted as a lower bound for
the intercalation limit. Moreover, it should be noted, that the ob-
served constant position of the D–band also corresponds nicely
to the fact that the phonon dispersion around the K–point in re-
ciprocal space is not strongly altered. In Fig. 4 the black square
indicates the rough position of phonon modes that are expected
to contribute to the D–band intensity. Finally, we note that the
back–folded band structures for lower Li/Na contents are quali-
tatively different. In the case of Li, we observe degenerate bands
for the Dirac cone at the K–point for all Li contents, whereas in
case of Na a splitting is observed for all cases except NaC6. This
splitting is again a consequence of the size of the intercalated ion
and the increasing difference in layer spacing of empty and filled
layers for Na as compared to Li (see ESI†for further discussion).
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Fig. 4 Back–folded phonon dispersion curves for LixC48 (left), NaxC48 (middle, see also ref.9) and KxC48 (right) as obtained from DFT. The position
of the G–band and the estimated position of phonons that contribute to the D–band are indicated by orange circles and black squares, respectively.
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Fig. 5 Electronic band structure back–folded to the 1. Brillouin zone of graphite for LixC48 (left), NaxC48 (middle, see also ref.9) and KxC48. The
red arrows in the vicinity of the K–point in reciprocal space, correspond to the excitation energy of a laser with the experimentally applied wavelength
of 633 nm (∼1.96 eV).
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Fig. 6 Minimum energy path for Na diffusion in NaC48 and defect con-
taining NaC47, with the insets showing the NEB trajectories. The red
circle indicates the position of the vacancy in the case of NaC47.
2.3.1 Extension to the case of potassium
Our findings can now easily be extended to the case of potassium.
For this purpose, we have calculated the phonon dispersion and
electronic band structure for our model compounds with KxC48
stoichiometry (see the right panels of Figs. 4 and 5). As expected,
we find a behaviour again very similar to that of the Na and Li
intercalation compounds. Here, it should be noted that both elec-
tronic and phonon band structure for K intercalation show only
minor differences to the results for Na. This actually indicates
that Na and K intercalation are very closely related, while in fact
Li behaves slightly different. This is in good agreement with re-
cent investigations that have identified Li and not Na as the out-
lier when comparing the bonding characteristics of alkali metal
intercalation15.
2.3.2 Pore filling
While our study is able to give direct insight in the intercalation
process in the slopy part of the potential, the constat G–band po-
sition in the plateau region allows to assign it to the filling of the
nanopores. However, in the flat potential region, the observed
capacities correspond to significantly different amounts of stored
Li and Na. Interestingly, for K intercalation in hard carbon an
even smaller plateau region is observed than for Na16. A possi-
ble explanation was thought to lie in the diffusion properties of
the alkali metal atoms. Hence, we have elaborated on the kinet-
ics of the alkali metal diffusion in graphitic materials. For this
purpose we have determined the corresponding diffusion barri-
ers in the limit of low alkali metal concentration (high vacancy
limit). Here, it is interesting to note, that we find the diffusion
barriers to scale inversely with the alkali metal masses and the
corresponding ion sizes, as was also reported earlier for the low
vacancy limit17. While we find a barrier of 0.4 eV in case of a
diffusing Li atom, the barriers are reduced to 0.3 eV and 0.16 eV
for Na and K. The diffusion pathways are examplified in Fig. 6
for the case of Na. In fact, the different barriers actually origi-
nate to a large extent in the different c–axis lattice parameters.
This becomes obvious when the diffusion barriers for K diffusion
in the graphitic model structure with the layer spacing of LiC48
are determined. For this scenario we obtain a barrier of 0.36 for
K–diffusion (compared to 0.4 eV for Li). Conversely, Li diffusion
for a layer spacing corresponding to KC48 is hindered by a barrier
of 0.26 eV (as compared to 0.16 for K). Thus there is a signifi-
cant impact of the layer spacing on the diffusion properties. Still,
potassium diffusion barriers remain somewhat lower than those
of Li and Na. This trend agrees well with recent DFT studies for
alkali metal diffusion on graphene18. Furthermore, as already
discussed earlier9, the presence of vacancies indeed has a strong
impact on the diffusion barriers (see Fig 6). The trend among the
alkali metals, however, remains such that the barriers again are
found to decrease from Li to Na to K. In fact, when defects are
present, there is a significant static contribution to the diffusion
barrier, originating from the difference between initial and final
state. As expected, the alkali metals prefer to intercalate close to
defects, such that the diffusion from a defect site to a non–defect
site goes along with an additional energy penalty. Indeed, for Na
we find 0.57 eV difference between initial and final state, while
for Li we find 0.78 eV and 0.39 eV for K. This actually means,
that the trapping of an alkali metal is more likely in the case of Li.
Thus, if the processes were diffusion limited, we would actually
rather expect higher capacities for K and Na.
Keeping in mind that the alkali metal species in the nano pores
expose quasi–metallic character (see introduction), the different
capacities might actually reflect the metal properties, rather than
those of the hard carbon. For the agglomeration of alkali metal
atoms with metallic character, the cohesive energy may be used
as a descriptor. It is defined as the energy gain of forming bulk
material from isolated atoms:
Ecoh = Ebulk−Eatom (1)
with Ecoh the cohesive energy, Ebulk and Eatom the total energy
of the alkali metal bulk phase and an isolated alkali metal, respec-
tively. Indeed, the cohesive energy becomes less negative from Li
(-1.71 eV/at) to Na (-1.11 eV/at) to K (-0.84 eV/at), such that the
tendency for aggregation is strongest for Li and one consequently
may expect a higher capacity. Moreover, the significantly increas-
ing lattice constant of the alkali metals, resulting in the density
of atoms per volume being more than three times higher for bulk
Li than for bulk K, indicates that more quasi–metallic Li should
fit in a pore as compared to Na and K. Thus, the cohesive energy
and in particular size arguments hold as simple explanation for
the observed capacity differences between the respective alkali
metals.
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3 Conclusion
Using a combination of in operando Raman measurements and
first–principles calculations we have demonstrated that Na and
Li intercalation in hard carbon proceeds in a very similar way, in
accordance with a modified card house model9. In particular, for
both cases a shifting G–band could be identified with the inter-
calation process in the sloping potential region, whereas the con-
stant G–band position in the potential plateau can be associated
with the alkali metal adsorption in the nanopores. Furthermore,
our study shows that in operando Raman spectroscopy is a highly
sensitive tool to monitor intercalation in battery electrodes, which
in case of carbon based materials is able to yield information be-
yond the vibrational excitations. Due the existence of a double
resonance and the resulting D–band, it is even possible to gain
insight in the impact of the intercalation process on the electronic
structure. Moreover, our study provides evidence that in case of
potassium the same mechanism is operative, which consequently
will also be detectable by Raman investigation with respect to G–
and D–band. Finally, we have also discussed the diffusion barri-
ers in the high vacancy limit, confirming that the large and heavy
K ions actually diffuse faster than Na and Li, which may make
potassium an attractive candidate when fast kinetics are needed.
Here, the alkali metal diffusion in hard carbon is important to
grant fast access to the capacity in the nano pores. On the other
hand, the faster kinetics of potassium is paid up with significantly
lower capacity, in particular in the nano pores, which can be un-
derstood by differences in cohesive energy and atom size. There-
fore, to improve the capacity of hard carbon anodes, in particular
for sodium and potassium, the pore design is indeed crucial.
4 Methods
4.1 Computational
The computational investigations were conducted using the pe-
riodic density functional theory (DFT) code VASP19,20, with the
optPBE exchange–correlation functional21, additionally account-
ing for van der Waals interactions via a non–local correction
scheme22. The electron–ion interaction was described by the pro-
jector augmented wave (PAW) method23.
All bulk model structures, are based on different degrees of
filling of a 2×2×2 supercell of the LiC6 structure (see Fig. 1)
and were optimized with respect to cell volume and atomic po-
sition. Note that the simulation cell corresponds to two C24
carbon layers on top of each other with periodicity also along
the stacking direction, thus mimicking graphitic bulk fractions
of hard carbon. In the case of Li intercalation it is well known
that LiC6 stoichiometry can be reached, whereas for Na only
tiny fractions can be intercalated. However, the fraction of Na
that can be intercalated, has been shown to increase significantly,
when defects are considered7,9. While defects destroy the peri-
odicity, thus complicating the calculation, it was shown that the
main features of the electronic and phononic band structure are
not significantly affected. Consequently, also in case of Na, we
have only investigated defect–free model structures. The struc-
tural optimization was conducted for a 6×6×6 k–point mesh and
a cutoff energy of 600 eV. Phonon dispersion curves were ob-
tained by using the phonopy code and the finite displacement
method24. For this purpose the restoring forces for symmetry
non–equivalent displacements were calculated by the VASP code,
using the above described settings. To allow for a comparable
representation, the phonon dispersion curves were back–folded
on the high–symmetry directions (Γ-–K—M–Γ) of reciprocal lat-
tice of graphite. This was achieved by applying Phonon Unfolding
code25. The electronic band structure was treated in a similar
way, also applying a back–folding scheme with respect to high–
symmetry directions in the reciprocal lattice of graphite, as pro-
vided within the BandUp code26,27.
Finally, for the determination of diffusion barriers in the high
vacancy limit the climbing image nudged elastic band method
(NEB) was used28,29. For this purpose, the diffusion path of a
single alkali metal atom was investigated in a defect–free C48 and
a defective C47 structure.
4.2 Experimental
Coconut shell-derived hard carbon (CSHC) with a particle size
from 1–10 µm was obtained from fiber–free coconut shells. These
were first crushed to pieces of less than 5 mm size and then fur-
ther ball–milled for 12h at 300 rpm. The resulting powder was
carbonized for two hours at 600 °C followed by a two hours heat-
ing under Ar flow at 1000 °C with heating rate of 5 °C min−1.
Raman spectra were collected at room temperature in the spec-
tral range 1000–1800 cm1 by using an inViaT M confocal Ra-
man microscope (RENISHAW) with an excitation laser of 633
nm wavelength. To avoid sample over–heating, the nominal laser
power was filtered down to ∼1 mW. The slit opening of the con-
focal system was fixed at 65 µm and centered at 1859 µm. For the
collection of spectra, backscattering geometry with a 50 ×magni-
fication objective was applied (confocal micro–Raman mode). To
increase the signal–to-noise ratio, each spectrum was averaged
over 5 accumulations of 10 s each.
The probed sample spot was continuously focused during the
experiment using an autofocus function. Analysis of the Ra-
man data was conducted using the inVia WiRE 4.4 Software.
Operando Raman measurements were conducted using an ECC-
Opto-Std (EL-CELL GmbH) electrochemical cell connected with
the Raman microscope. Thick slurry containing hard carbon (HC)
and polyviniylidene fluoride (PVDF) binder in the weight ratio of
95:5 was deposited onto a stainless steel (SS) current collector
(16 mm) with a 1 mm hole in the middle. Electrodes were dried
for 12 h in an oven at a temperature of 120 °C. The in–situ cell
was assembled using the HC coated current collectors as a posi-
tive electrode, lithium or sodium metal pressed onto another SS
foil was used as an anode. For the lithium operando cell, a borosil-
icate glass fiber soaked (80 µL) with 1M LiPF6 in ethylene car-
bonate/dimethyl carbonate was used. In the case of the sodium
operando cell, the borosilicate glass fiber was soaked (80 µL)
with 1.0 M NaClO4 in propylene carbonate (PC). The cathode side
of the cell was sealed with a thin optical glass window (0.15 mm)
and made air–tight with a rubber seal. The battery tester was
an Interface 1000TM Potentiostat/Galvanostat/ZRA (Gamry In-
struments, Inc.) electrochemical workstation with Gamry Echem
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Analyst software.
The operando Raman cell for Na was discharged and charged
between 2.5–0.002 V vs. Na/Na+ at a constant current density of
16 mA g−1. The operando Raman cell for Li was discharged and
charged between 2.5–0.002 V vs. Li/Li+ at a constant current
density of 30 mA g−1. Finally, it should be noted that the ca-
pacity that is obtained from the operando Raman measurement
may be influenced by cell geometry, mass loading of the electrode
material, and applied current density.
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